Dynamically Enhanced Whole House Structured Water Unit

Whole House Structured Water Unit - Dynamically Enhanced

Great Deal!

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
$1,199.00

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerManufactured by Natural Action Technologies, Inc.

Description
The Dynamically Enhanced Natural Action Whole House Structured Water Unit is for the person who wants the full effects of dynamically
enhanced drinking water, softer skin in the shower, water softening for the entire house and re-scaling of pipes and fixtures. The line of
Dynamically Enhanced Units have a flow-form inside that is the same structure and size as the flow-form in the current units, but is made from a
combination of proprietary materials that dynamically enhance the energy of the unit and create a static energy that exists even before the water
flowing through the unit is structured (Learn More). This is easily installed in the water line this side of the water meter.
The benefits from this installation is the unit's ability to give dynamically enhanced water at each water faucet, remove unwanted chemical
buildup in the pipes and other units as well as the benefits to either hand watering or sprayer units in gardening. There is a slight disadvantage
in distancing the drinking water from its source and some clogging of irrigation headers as the water removes scale buildup in the pipes.
However, most people who have installed this House Unit have not expressed any concerns with these.

Dimensions: L: Approx. 18 1/2" (varies according to fitting type)
Weight: Varies Approx. 2 lb 6 oz.
Pipe Connector: NPT - fits 1/2", 3/4" and 1" and all standard pipe types
FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING!*
*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or
prevent any disease.
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